Who doesn’t love fast women? Last night more than 500 people descended on New York’s
Webster Hall for the finale of the fourth Speed Rack season. Speed Rack is a breast cancer
fundraiser which started as a project of the US Bartenders Guild and LUPEC (Ladies United for
the Preservation of Endangered Cocktails), and it’s one of the most entertaining bartending
competitions you’ll ever see.
Here’s how it works: four judges -- all luminaries from the beverage industry -- each pick a
classic cocktail, and two bartenders have to make the drinks as well and as quickly as possible.
Their times are recorded, and then the judges evaluate each drink for taste, temperature,
garnish, balance, adherence to the recipe, and all sorts of things. Demerits are assessed as
seconds added to their time, and the faster time advances to the next round. Last night’s final
showcased sixteen top female bartenders who earned their places on the stage by winning
regional events or fan-selected wildcard entries from eight different cities around the country.
For a $25-30 donation, attendees got access to the competition, unlimited tasty drinks and swag
from at least ten different stations set up by sponsoring liquor brands, and an invite to the
afterparty DJed by Questlove. For more donations, you could score some raffle tickets (the
bigger your chest, the more tickets you got in a “rack”) or a Speed Rack T-shirt as well.
Event organizers Lynnette Marrero and Ivy Mix, both incredible bartenders themselves, said that
it all started from a joke that Mix had made about wanting to see female bartenders
double-shake on camera. The fourth season has been their biggest yet (the event was much
bigger than their very first NYC event in 2011) and while they’re especially proud that Speed
Rack has raised over $300,000 for breast cancer education, prevention, and research, they’re
also glad that Speed Rack’s competition has raised the game at bars around the country. “Our
women are out there competing, and Speed Rack makes you a better competitor and a better
bartender. Also, you very rarely get such good criticism from these industry giants,” Mix told
Thirstie, adding that when she opened her own bar recently with Clover Club’s Julie Reiner, she
had a mental wishlist of bartenders she’d seen shining at Speed Rack events. Marrero added
that she’s glad that Speed Rack has expanded around the country, noting that “California was a
surprise. . .a few years ago, California bars were given less credit in the industry, and they’ve
come very far very fast. Every girl who entered from California is here.” Mix noted that it’s been
interesting for her to watch contenders change up their styles to better prepare themselves for
the competition: in addition to lots of practice and study, some women changed their approach
from free pouring to measuring spirits with a jigger because they knew they’d be up against a
bartender who measured.
The judges included master mixologist Dale “King Cocktail” DeGroff; his protege, Pegu Club
owner and bartender den mother Audrey “Libation Goddess” Saunders; Food & Wine magazine
restaurant editor Kate Krader; and William Grant & Sons portfolio ambassador Charlotte Voisey.
Pernod Ricard brand education director Chris Patino hosted, in an amazing mostly-pink tux
jacket, and kept things moving along. The judges called for all sorts of drinks, including
Saunders’ own Old Cuban, DeGroff’s famous Cosmopolitan, modern classics like Sam Ross’s
Penicillin, and the New Orleans-inspired Corpse Reviver No. 2. And, they didn’t hold back with

their constructive criticism, applying very high standards to the drinks the competitors were
banging out. DeGroff flung a Cosmopolitan’s lime wheel garnish across the stage because he’d
specified a flamed orange peel, while Voisey critiqued a drink’s balance and dilution. Saunders
chose a Daiquiri in one round because “it’s a very simple, naked cocktail that’s easy to [mess]
up if you’re not very careful,” adding that she tests her own bartenders on the three-ingredient
classic. Krader said she “sits in awe of the other judges. To listen to Audrey -- Everyone should
be here to take this in, it’s like a master class. The criticisms are thoughtful. . .to watch Dale
DeGroff rip a lemon twist in half to demonstrate that this is all you need is amazing.”
After a round-robin tournament of shaking, stirring, and straining, the final throwdown featured
two bartenders from California; Brittini Rae from LA’s Melrose Umbrella Co. as Ms. Speed Rack
LA, and Karri Cormican from San Francisco’s Comstock Saloon as the SF Wildcard entrant. A
scholarship to the five-day Beverage Alcohol Resource master class, a trip to Angers, France to
observe Cointreau production, and numerous other goodies were on the line. After a tense
battle culminating in two “absolutely perfect” Old Cubans, Brittini Rae was crowned Ms. Speed
Rack USA 2015. If you missed the fun this time around, keep an eye out for a Speed Rack
event near you; the 2015-2016 season will most likely start in November.

